An Omegas Heart (The Under Wolves)

An Omegas Heart by Amber KellBook two
in the The Under Wolves seriesWhen
everything is lost, the only thing left to
fight for is love.Conley Elnon has been
abused most of his life. He agrees to help
the War Council in uncovering a vampire
mole in exchange for having the
opportunity to find his family. When he
meets his mate Jacob, he leaves him in
order to track a mad bomber intent on
taking out shifter camps.Jacob refuses to
let his mate escape. Hes waited too long to
find his fated mate to let him leave before
hes had a chance to say little more than
hello. When he finds his mate in the middle
of vampire territory, Jacob has to use all
his skills to help his mate figure out the
truth between vampires and shifters and
how they are responsible for what
happened to Conleys family.The Under
Wolves seriesWar is brewing with the
vampires and the werewolves need to
eradicate them all or be destroyed. The
undead despise werekin and have no
problem sucking them dry and tossing
aside their corpses. Finding their mates
make the werekin stronger but what
happens when their mates arent
Alphas?Under Wolves. What happens
when the Alphas are not necessarily the
ones in charge? Gammas and Omegas
might be submissive in life but when love
comes along, they will do whatever
necessary to protect the ones theyve
claimed for themselves.About Amber
KellAmber Kell has made a career out of
daydreaming. It has been a lifelong habit
she practices diligently as shown by her
complete lack of focus on anything not
related to her fantasy world building.When
she told her husband what she wanted to do
with her life he told her to go have
fun.During those seconds she isnt writing
she remembers she has children who
humor her with games of what if and let
her drag them to foreign lands to gather
inspiration. Her youngest confided in her
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that he wants to write because he longs for
a website and an author nametwo things
apparently necessary to be a proper
writer.Despite her husbands insistence she
doesnt drink enough to be a true literary
genius she continues to spin stories of
people falling happily in love and staying
that way.She is thwarted during the day by
a traffic jam of cats on the stairway and a
puppy who insists on walks, but she
bravely perseveres.
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